Rhythmanalysis - Henri Lefebvre

NOTES
Introduction - Stuart Elden
iix... the body

ix..."double sense of the notion of the everyday" (in both French and English) as both repetitive and mundane

ix... "attempt to get us both to think space and time differently, and to think of them together."

ix... In Production of Space, Lefebvre's analysis is both
conceptual
	+threefold distinction between spatial practices, representations of space and representational spaces
historical
	+with discussion of abstract, absolute, relative and concrete space

x... "Theory of moments" -- in relation to Bergson's duration, wanted to focus on the importance of the instant

x-xi... his ideas about the difference between linear and cyclical time, and lived and clock time, there is difference between Lefebvre's understanding and that of Hegel and Marx of temporality.  It is much closer to Nietzche's notion of cycles.  Lefebvre's understands time as non-calcuable, resistant to abstract generalization and needs to be understood in terms of being lived, much like space.

xii ... Foucault and the body ... the body as more and more conditioned

1 Critique of the thing

5 "Instead of going from concrete to abstract, one starts with full consciousness of the abstract in order to arrive at the concrete."

"We easily confuse rhythm with movement, speed, a sequence of movements [gestes - gesture, movement, act] or objects (machines for example."

6
"But there is no identical absolute repetition, indefinately.  Whence the relation between repetition and difference.  When it concerns the everyday, rites, ceremonies, fetes, rules and laws, there is always something new and unforeseen that introduces itself into the repetitive: difference."  ex: series of natural numbers contains series of primes..

7
"Absolute repetition is only a fiction of logical and mathematical thought, in the symbol of identity: A=A ( the sign reading 'identical' and not 'equal').  It serves as a point of departure for logical thought, with an immediate correction.  The second A differs from the first by the fact that it is the second.  The repetition of unity, one (1), gives birth to the sequence of numbers." 

"Not only does repetition not exclude differences, it also gives birth to them; it produces them."

15
Vision and Rhythm; mystification of technology

16
Descartes: What is it to think?  Rhythmanalysis: "It is to think that which is not thought: the game and the risk, love, art, violence, in a word, the world, or more precisely the diverse relations between human being and the universe.  Thinking is a part, but does not claim to be the totality, as many philosophers thought it."

"...rhythmanalysis could change our perspective on surroundings, because it changes our conception in relation to the classical philosophy that is still dominant in this field.  The sensible, this scandal of philosophers from Plato to Hegel, (re)takes primacy, transformed without magic (without metaphysics).  Nothing inert in the world, no things: very diverse rhythms, slow or lively (in relation to us)."  ex: rhythm of garden...

whitehead quotes Dean ____ "Nature makes abstractions for us..."

18
this analysis comes from nature to the most sophisticated, and has ethical implications. "...knowledge of the lived would modify, metamorphose, the lived without knowing it."

2 The Rhythmanalysist: A Previsionary Portrait
19
"The rhythmanalysist will not have these methodolgical obligations: rendering oneself passive, forgetting one's knowledge, in order to re-present it in its entierty in the interpretation.  he listens – and fist to his body; he learns rhythm from it, in order consequently to appreciate external rhythms.  His body serves as a metronome."...

20
"The body.  Our body.  So neglected in philosophy that it ends up speaking its mind and kicking up a fuss.  Left to physiology and medicine..."

"The rhythmanalysist will not be obliged to jump from the outside of observed bodies; he should come to listen to the as a whole and unify them by taking his own rhythms as a reference: by integrating the outside with the inside and vice versa.
	For him, nothing is immobile.  He hears the wind, the rain, storms; but if he considers a stone, a wall, a trunk, he understands their slowness, their interminable rhythm.  This object is not inert; time is not set aside for the subject.  It is only slow in relation to our time, to our body, the measure of rhythms.  An apparently immobile object, the forest, moves in multiple ways: the combined movements of the soil, the earth, the sun. ... To the attentive ear, it makes noise like a seashell."

21
"Thus the sensible, the scandal of post-Platonic philosophy, reclaims its dignity in thought, as in practice and common sense.  It never disappeared, but has hardly suffered from this transformation that accords it the place of honour in thought and recovers its meaning and richness.  The sensible?  It is neither the apparent, nor the phenomenal, but the present.

"He thinks with his body, not in the abstract, but in lived temporality."

atrophy of odor in society

"He must arrive at the concrete through experience."

22
"... he makes himself more sensitive to times than to places"

Bachelard, listening to a house

23
present, presence and becoming 

26 ***
"... works [oeuvres] might return to an intervene it the everyday.  Without claiming to change life, but by fully reinstating the sensible in consciousness and in thought, he would accomplish a tiny part of the revolutionary transformation of this world and this society in decline.  Without any declared political position."

4 Dressage

/-/-/-dressage |drəˈsä zh | noun the art of riding and training a horse in a manner that develops obedience, flexibility, and balance. ORIGIN 1930s: from French, literally ‘training’ .

38
"Gestures cannot be attributed to nature.  Proof: they change according to societies, eras."

"The representation of the natural falsifies situations.  Something passes as natural precisely when it conforms perfectly and without apparent effort to accepted models, to the habits valorised by a tradition (sometimes recent, but in force)." --39

39
"One can and one must distinguish between education, learning and dressage or training [le dressage].  Knowing how to live, knowing how to do something and just plain knowing do not coincide."

Military model has been imitated in our so-called western societies

40
automism and repetitions but never exactly the same (weather, seasons, light, etc)
"Dressage fills the space of the unforeseen, of the initiative of living beings.  Thus function the ways of breaking-in humans: ..."

"It determines the majority of rhythms.  In the street, people can turn right or left, but their walk, the rhythm of their walking, their movements [gestes] do not change for all that."

more smells

44 
being-in-the-world

45 - come back to this "sensible and corporeal" that which philosophical systems have lacked

52 - capital's contempt for the body -- masks with hygiene, sport

Conclusion

67 "At no moment have the analysis of rhythms and the rhythmanalytical lost sight of the body.  Not the anatomical or functional body, but the body as polyrhythmic and eurhythmic (in the so-called normal state).  As such, the living body has (in general) always been present: a constant reference.  The theory of rhythms is founded on the experience and knowledge [connaissance] of the body; the concepts derive from this consciousness and this knowledge, simultaneously banal and full of surprises - of the unknown and the misunderstood."












